
 

 
 

 

December 28, 2016 

 

 

Via marfp83d@gmail.com 

 

 

The Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources  

The Massachusetts Office of the Attorney General  

Fitchburg Gas & Electric Light Company d/b/a Unitil (“Unitil”)  

Massachusetts Electric Company and Nantucket Electric Company d/b/a National Grid  

NSTAR Electric Company and Western Massachusetts Electric Company d/b/a 

Eversource 

 

Subject: Issues for Stakeholder Comment  

 

In response to your December 16, 2016, request for input into the development of 

an RFP for the competitive solicitation of bids to enter into cost-effective long-term 

contracts for clean energy generation pursuant to Section 83D of Chapter 169 of the Acts 

of 2008, as amended by Chapter 188 of the Acts of 2016, An Act to Promote Energy 

Diversity, RENEW Northeast, Inc. (RENEW) submits these comments.1 Ensuring 

compliance with the Renewable Portfolio Standard and the requirements of Chapter 298 

of the Acts of 2008, the Global Warming Solutions Act (“GWSA”), is possible through 

planned clean energy procurements under Section 83D, and electric transmission 

upgrades being proposed, to bring clean and sustainable energy resources, like wind, 

solar and hydropower, to consumers.   

 

1. Please provide the following information with your comments:  

  

a. Name of Organization  

  

b. Type of Organization (Public/Industry/Advocacy/Other)  

 

RENEW is a non-profit association uniting environmental advocates and the 

renewable energy industry whose mission involves coordinating the ideas and 

                                                 
1 The comments expressed herein represent the views of RENEW and not necessarily those of any 

particular member of RENEW. 
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resources of its members with the goal of increasing environmentally sustainable 

energy generation in the Northeast from the region’s abundant, indigenous 

renewable resources.  RENEW has focused on highlighting the value of grid-scale 

renewable resources- specifically offshore and onshore wind, solar and 

hydropower- and the benefits of transmission investment to deliver renewable 

energy to load centers in the Northeast. RENEW members own and/or are 

developing large-scale renewable energy projects and high-voltage transmission 

facilities across the Northeast. They are supported by members providing 

engineering, procurement & construction services in the development of these 

projects and members that supply them with multi-megawatt class wind turbines.  

  

2. Section 83D of Chapter 169 of the Acts of 2008 (“Section 83D”), as amended 

by Chapter 188 of the Acts of 2016, An Act to Promote Energy Diversity, 

requires a solicitation be issued by April 1, 2017, including a timetable for the 

procurement.  What is the appropriate amount of time needed by bidders 

between the issuance of the solicitation and the date for submission of 

proposals?  

 

RENEW suggests 75 to 90 days be provided for parties to submit proposals after 

the RFP has been released. 

  

3. Section 83D contemplates that the electric distribution companies operating 

in Massachusetts (“EDCs”) will solicit bids to enter into cost-effective long-

term contracts for clean energy generation.  Clean energy generation means 

either: (i) firm service hydroelectric generation from hydroelectric 

generation alone; (ii) new Class I renewable portfolio standard (“RPS”) 

eligible resources that are firmed up with firm service hydroelectric 

generation; or (iii) new Class I renewable portfolio standard eligible 

resources.  As recognized in Subsection (h) of Section 83D, a long-term 

contract for clean energy generation may also include, in addition to the 

procurement of energy, the procurement of renewable energy certificates 

(“RECs”) attributed to Class I RPS eligible resources, and renewable energy 

certificates not attributed to Class I RPS eligible resources (e.g., those 

generated by firm hydroelectric generation); hereinafter referred to as 

“environmental attributes associated with non-Class I RPS eligible 

resources.”    

  

Please discuss the methodology that the Section 83D bid evaluation process 

should use to value the environmental benefits associated with either RECs 

attributed to Class I RPS eligible resources or the environmental attributes 

associated with non-Class I RPS eligible resources.  Your discussion should 

address the following:    
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a. Please describe the quantitative methods that the Section 83D bid 

evaluation process should incorporate for the purposes of evaluating 

the monetary value of the environmental attributes of RECs 

attributed to new Class I RPS eligible resources and environmental 

attributes associated with non- Class I RPS eligible resources.  

  

b. Explain how your recommended methodology for the quantification 

of the monetary value of environmental benefits associated with RECs 

attributed to new Class I RPS eligible resources and environmental 

attributes associated with non- Class I RPS eligible resources: (i) 

treats Class I eligible resources and hydroelectric generation 

equitably; and (ii) does not result in double counting of environmental 

benefits.  

  

c. Explain whether you propose to incorporate the avoided compliance 

costs of Chapter 298 of the Acts of 2008, Global Warming Solutions 

Act (“GWSA”) into your recommended methodology for 

quantification of the environmental benefits associated with RECs 

attributed to new Class I RPS eligible resources and environmental 

attributes associated with non- Class I RPS eligible resources.  

  

In response to 3(c), the Energy Diversity Act does not require procurements be 

designed to meet the 2020 GWSA requirements or the GWSA at all.  Therefore, in 

response to 3(a) and (b) no further evaluation should be conducted.  MassDEP has 

accounted for anticipated clean energy procurements under Section 83D in its 

proposed design of a Clean Energy Standard.  

 

 

4. Section 83D long-term contracts have the potential to provide the carbon 

reduction emissions needed to meet the Commonwealth’s 2020 GWSA goals.  

How can the procurement be best structured to incentivize and reasonably 

value bids whose carbon reduction contributes to meeting 2020 GWSA goals? 

How can the evaluation incentivize and reasonably value bids that propose to 

offer clean energy delivery that maximize contributions to the 2020 GWSA 

goals by delivering incremental new clean energy in 2017, 2018, and/or 2019?  

 

As discussed in the answer to question 3, the Energy Diversity Act does not 

require procurements be designed to meet the 2020 GWSA requirements or the 

GWSA at all.  Therefore, no further evaluation should be necessary. MassDEP has 

accounted for anticipated clean energy procurements under Section 83D in its 

proposed design of a Clean Energy Standard.   
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5. Section 83D requires a long-term contract to “utilize an appropriate tracking 

system to ensure a unit specific accounting of the delivery of clean energy, to 

enable the department of environmental protection, in consultation with the 

department of energy resources, to accurately measure progress in achieving 

the commonwealth’s Global Warming Solutions Act (“GWSA”) goals under 

chapter 298 of the acts of 2008 or chapter 21N of the General Laws.”  What 

requirements should be imposed on bidders so that, if selected, they are able 

to enter into long-term contracts that utilize an appropriate tracking system 

that ensures the procured clean energy can be counted towards GWSA 

compliance?  

 

Selected non-RPS imports, such as hydropower bidders and suppliers, must have 

an accounting system in place to track and verify the hydropower attributes sold 

into New England and to measure compliance with greenhouse gas emissions 

limits as required by Section 83D(j). The accounting system should be compatible 

with the New England Power Pool Generation Information System (NEPOOL 

GIS). In addition to requiring that firm service hydroelectric suppliers (non-RPS 

Class I) certify that the environmental attributes are included with the energy 

delivered, any procurement of hydropower imports must be new resources that 

increase the amount of renewable resources on the New England power system 

(additionality) to meet the following important stated goals of the act: enhance 

electric reliability, reduce winter price spikes, and guarantee delivery in winter 

months. Accounting safeguards must also be in place to ensure any arrangement 

for non-RPS hydropower will result in measurable and verifiable new emissions 

reductions across the region that are fully consistent with the GWSA. Imports 

should only be eligible for a long-term contract if they bring new, unit-specific 

clean energy to the ISO-NE control area in excess of the historical baseline of 

what has been imported into New England from that neighboring region control 

area. 

 

In considering imports of any type of clean energy from a region having a 

shortage of peak winter capacity, a tracking and verification system must be in 

place so that Massachusetts can also ensure new imports are not meeting its peak 

needs with fossil-fueled generation wheeled from other control areas (whether 

directly or used to fill reservoirs) nor by transferring existing carbon-free 

generation supplied to one control area to New England with that other control 

region replacing the transferred supply with increased fossil-fueled generation.  

 

 

6. Please respond to the following questions regarding the evaluation of the 

potential benefits associated with a clean energy generation unit’s ISO-NE 

market qualifications other than the energy and REC markets in the Section 

83D solicitation process.   
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a. Should the Section 83D bid evaluation process attempt to 

quantitatively evaluate the potential benefits associated with a clean 

energy generation project’s potential qualification and participation 

in other ISO-NE markets, (e.g., the forward capacity market or 

ancillary services market)?    

  

b. Although capacity is not being purchased under the procurement, 

electric customers may benefit if a project provides a capacity 

resource to the region and eliminates the need to purchase other 

additional capacity from the market. Should the bid evaluation 

consider such potential benefits of capacity?    

  

c. With respect to evaluating capacity, one potential approach is to have 

the resource bid its capacity and take the financial risk of qualifying 

and clearing their capacity in the market.  Another potential approach 

is to ascribe a capacity value based on technology to all resources with 

the expectation that if capacity revenue is sufficient, resources will 

have an incentive to pursue a Capacity Supply Obligation. Please 

explain how the evaluation process might appropriately consider and 

quantitatively evaluate the potential costs, benefits, and risks of each 

approach.   

 

Benefits from capacity and ancillary services will be captured in the bid price of 

energy alone or energy and RECs. The pressure of not knowing what its 

competitors are bidding forces a developer to include in its price a pass-through of 

anything with monetary value such as capacity, ancillary services, and the federal 

Production Tax Credit, that can justify a reduction in price, even if those products 

are not directly being procured in the contract. For these reasons, the soliciting 

parties do not need to quantify the benefits a project may provide through 

participation in other ISO-NE markets. 

 

  

7. Project viability is an important consideration in the evaluation of a Section 

83D bid.  The ability of a clean energy generation project to achieve 

interconnection and be deliverable into the region can significantly impact 

the viability of the project.  In addition, interconnection costs associated with 

clean energy generation can vary widely, and can change significantly over 

time.  Please address the following questions:  

  

a. How should the procurement be structured to allow reasonable 

evaluation of bids that have not completed the ISO-NE I.3.9 process?  

  

b. For bids that have not completed the ISO-NE I.3.9 process, what 

information, such as technical reports or system impact studies that 
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closely approximate the ISO-NE interconnection process, should the 

procurement require from bidders to allow a complete evaluation of 

bids and associated risks, costs, and benefits?  

  

c. What documentation and information should the procurement 

require bidders to provide in order to demonstrate that its project is 

viable from the interconnection process and ISO-NE PTF 

deliverability standpoint?  

  

d. What documentation should the procurement require bidders to 

provide that demonstrates the reasonableness of their estimates for 

interconnection and deliverability costs?  What other cost 

containment information should bidders be required to provide to 

allow a complete evaluation of bids and associated risks, costs, and 

benefits?  

 

All bids should be evaluated based on their ability deliver energy into the ISO-NE 

control area. 

 

There is no information available for projects in the middle of the interconnection 

process to assess accurately the costs and risks of potential interconnection 

upgrades. ISO-NE’s recently completed System Impact Studies, for example, in 

the area where a given project is located might be informative but will not be 

definitive. Outside consultants could conduct an analysis on the project, but such 

an exercise is not recommended as only after ISO-NE completes all of the 

necessary studies are definitive interconnection costs known. For one, the 

consultant does not know if it is using the same assumptions as the ISO-NE. Two, 

the results might not come out the same as the ISO-NE’s final study results due to 

system changes in the study area resulting from earlier-queued interconnection 

customers. 

 

A significant interconnection queue backlog of Maine renewable energy projects 

has developed as individual projects are not able to make the scale of system 

upgrade investments needed to satisfy interconnection requirements. The 

proposed renewable energy from these projects was a significant component of 

the bids in the 2016 tristate RFP. ISO-NE is now conducting its Maine Resource 

Integration study that is expected to be completed in the first quarter of 2017. That 

study is evaluating the addition of new 345 kV AC transmission that can be added 

to interconnect requested generation in Maine.  It will identify the volume of 

generation that could interconnect as well as the volume that would be expected 

to be deliverable under the Forward Capacity Market’s (FCM) Overlapping 

Impact Test, required for FCM qualification. It will also provide a good faith 

estimate of the cost of the necessary transmission infrastructure along with the 

expected time to construct it. This information, which has not been available in 
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previous RFP evaluation periods, will be helpful to the Massachusetts soliciting 

parties as they attempt to assess the needed upgrades and costs for these projects 

to satisfy interconnection requirements. 

 

Maine generators seeking to interconnect to the grid must meet a reliability based 

minimum interconnection standard like all projects in ISO-NE’s interconnection 

queue. ISO-NE is not required to evaluate potential curtailment and its economic 

consequences for new interconnecting generators. Developers may during a 

project’s development phase conduct a study to determine the curtailment risks a 

project might face once operational. Soliciting parties could request such studies 

from bidders for projects located in constrained areas of the control area, although 

it should be recognized that the assumptions used in such studies may not be 

standard from one to the next and the results are a best-guess outcome for the 

given assumptions rather than a definitive determination. 

 

  

8. The Section 83D bid evaluation process will require a careful review of any 

transmission costs associated with a bid.  Please respond to the following 

questions relating to the evaluation of any transmission related costs:   

  

a. What documentation and information should bidders provide in order 

to demonstrate the reasonableness of their transmission costs 

estimates included within a bid?    

  

b. Please describe in detail how transmission cost risks should be 

analyzed in the quantitative portion of the bid evaluation.  

  

c. What type of cost containment features might a bidder use to ensure 

that transmission cost overruns, if any, are not borne by ratepayers as 

required by the statute?   

 

Bidders should be required to submit bids inclusive of estimated network upgrade 

costs necessary to receive I.3.9 approval or new transmission costs to deliver their 

energy into the ISO-NE control area. The bid evaluators can then assess the all-in 

costs of the various bids. 

 

ISO-NE is proposing to adopt, likely in time for this RFP, a mechanism in its 

Interconnection Procedures that will allow, under specific conditions, for two or 

more Interconnection Requests to be analyzed in the same System Impact Study, 

known as a cluster, rather than sequentially. RENEW has a developed an 

amendment to this proposal to clarify the ability of one or more electric 

distribution companies (EDCs) in consultation with state energy regulators to opt 

into funding a Cluster Enabling Transmission Upgrade (CETU) involving 
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generation facilities with power purchase agreements awarded under a state RFP 

for clean energy. It is similar to the tristate RFP’s category of bids called 

“Qualified Clean Energy and/or RECs via PPA with a Transmission Project under 

FERC Tariff” (PPA/Transmission model).  Like the PPA/Transmission model, the 

RENEW proposal involves an arrangement between EDCs and an Incumbent 

Transmission Owner or non-incumbent developer to fund Network Upgrades. The 

PPA/Transmission model provided for any required FERC-jurisdictional Rate 

Schedule or Tariff and Service Agreement to be filed for FERC approval after 

PPAs had been awarded. By contrast, the RENEW proposal seeks to provide 

certainty on the viability of this funding approach by having the concept placed 

into the Tariff on CETUs. It would become a standing option, pre-approved by 

FERC, to further state policy goals. 

 

RENEW’s cluster study amendment also aligns the ISO-NE interconnection study 

process with the ability of EDCs to use competition and accurate interconnection 

information from the ISO-NE System Impact Study to select the most cost 

effective interconnection upgrades needed to meet requirements of those 

generators selected in state clean energy procurements. 

 

RENEW believes network upgrades funded under an EDC opt-in should be 

subject to competition. It is in ratepayers’ interest to ensure that the network is 

built as cost effectively as possible, which competition can help do. EDCs could 

require proposals contain significant and effective cost containment requirements 

that protect consumers from cost overruns and other risks. 

 

  

9. Should the bid evaluation process allow repricing, and if so, how would you 

structure bidder repricing to ensure that the initial and final bid is a lowest 

priced bid?  

 

No comment. 

 

  

10. Section 83D requires that the clean energy resources to be used by a 

developer under the proposal to guarantee energy delivery in winter months.  

How would bidders demonstrate that proposed long-term contracts can meet 

this requirement? How should the evaluation process consider bids that 

cannot demonstrate an ability to meet this requirement?  

 

Non-Class I RPS resources should be required to offer firm liquidated damages 

arrangements to address not supplying required volumes in the winter period. 

They should also be able to pass the additionality test discussed in the answer to 

question 5. Variable RPS resources should be required to meet a minimum 
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availability requirement during the winter period.  Bidders of variable RPS 

resources could be required to submit an estimate of their monthly megawatt hour 

production. The evaluation team can consider the amount of energy expected to 

be produced by the variable RPS resource in the critical winter months. Then, 

provided the resource maintains the minimum availability, the selection team 

should have comfort that this winter energy will be delivered. 

 

  

11. Section 83D requires the DOER to give preference to clean energy generation 

bids that “combine new Class I renewable portfolio eligible resources and 

firm hydroelectric generation and demonstrate a benefit to low-income 

ratepayers in the Commonwealth without adding cost to the project.”  Please 

describe how the procurement should be designed to give preference to such 

bids, and the minimum requirements a bidder should demonstrate to meet 

this standard.  

 

No comment. 

 

 

12. Section 83D requires the solicitation and consideration of proposals for long-

term contracts for a period of 15 to 20 years for clean energy generation.  

Does 83D allow for the solicitation and consideration of proposals, as one 

form of bid, in the form of a delivery commitment model approach as 

contained in the New England Clean Energy RFP (available at: 

https://cleanenergyrfpdotcom.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/cleanenergy-rfp-

final-111215.pdf).  If so, should such proposals be allowed in response to this 

Section 83D procurement, and do you think the ability to submit such 

proposals would potentially be utilized by bidders?  Would your firm 

potentially submit such a proposal if allowed as an option?  

 

No. Section 83D does not authorize the use of the Delivery Commitment as a bid 

category. Section 83D explicitly authorizes the use of only long-term contracting. 

Section 83D allows transmission costs related to proposals for long-term contracts 

to be recovered either in the bid price or through a separate transmission 

agreement subject to approval by FERC and the DPU. The Massachusetts General 

Court considered an authorization for use of a Delivery Commitment. A delivery 

commitment authorization in Section 83D even passed the House version of the 

bill but excluded it in the final version of Section 83D. 

 

  

13. Section 83D permits firm service hydroelectric generation from hydroelectric 

generation, new Class I RPS eligible resources that are firmed up with firm 

service hydroelectric generation or new Class I renewable portfolio standard 

eligible resources to qualify for a long-term contract.  Please discuss any 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__cleanenergyrfpdotcom.files.wordpress.com_2015_11_clean-2Denergy-2Drfp-2Dfinal-2D111215.pdf&d=DQMGaQ&c=lDF7oMaPKXpkYvev9V-fVahWL0QWnGCCAfCDz1Bns_w&r=As9gcVvRGlH1UjCQuViKiRmyjrXA8f9A_Nzjfaf1n6U&m=phBXDIgUFFwbw_8q6tLtwACcIZSACDOaZE_jVsTWeXA&s=XXwfX1ZB-Vrdc2PNcjDv7rV2roLTgGhmxhx2lMnrVrE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__cleanenergyrfpdotcom.files.wordpress.com_2015_11_clean-2Denergy-2Drfp-2Dfinal-2D111215.pdf&d=DQMGaQ&c=lDF7oMaPKXpkYvev9V-fVahWL0QWnGCCAfCDz1Bns_w&r=As9gcVvRGlH1UjCQuViKiRmyjrXA8f9A_Nzjfaf1n6U&m=phBXDIgUFFwbw_8q6tLtwACcIZSACDOaZE_jVsTWeXA&s=XXwfX1ZB-Vrdc2PNcjDv7rV2roLTgGhmxhx2lMnrVrE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__cleanenergyrfpdotcom.files.wordpress.com_2015_11_clean-2Denergy-2Drfp-2Dfinal-2D111215.pdf&d=DQMGaQ&c=lDF7oMaPKXpkYvev9V-fVahWL0QWnGCCAfCDz1Bns_w&r=As9gcVvRGlH1UjCQuViKiRmyjrXA8f9A_Nzjfaf1n6U&m=phBXDIgUFFwbw_8q6tLtwACcIZSACDOaZE_jVsTWeXA&s=XXwfX1ZB-Vrdc2PNcjDv7rV2roLTgGhmxhx2lMnrVrE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__cleanenergyrfpdotcom.files.wordpress.com_2015_11_clean-2Denergy-2Drfp-2Dfinal-2D111215.pdf&d=DQMGaQ&c=lDF7oMaPKXpkYvev9V-fVahWL0QWnGCCAfCDz1Bns_w&r=As9gcVvRGlH1UjCQuViKiRmyjrXA8f9A_Nzjfaf1n6U&m=phBXDIgUFFwbw_8q6tLtwACcIZSACDOaZE_jVsTWeXA&s=XXwfX1ZB-Vrdc2PNcjDv7rV2roLTgGhmxhx2lMnrVrE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__cleanenergyrfpdotcom.files.wordpress.com_2015_11_clean-2Denergy-2Drfp-2Dfinal-2D111215.pdf&d=DQMGaQ&c=lDF7oMaPKXpkYvev9V-fVahWL0QWnGCCAfCDz1Bns_w&r=As9gcVvRGlH1UjCQuViKiRmyjrXA8f9A_Nzjfaf1n6U&m=phBXDIgUFFwbw_8q6tLtwACcIZSACDOaZE_jVsTWeXA&s=XXwfX1ZB-Vrdc2PNcjDv7rV2roLTgGhmxhx2lMnrVrE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__cleanenergyrfpdotcom.files.wordpress.com_2015_11_clean-2Denergy-2Drfp-2Dfinal-2D111215.pdf&d=DQMGaQ&c=lDF7oMaPKXpkYvev9V-fVahWL0QWnGCCAfCDz1Bns_w&r=As9gcVvRGlH1UjCQuViKiRmyjrXA8f9A_Nzjfaf1n6U&m=phBXDIgUFFwbw_8q6tLtwACcIZSACDOaZE_jVsTWeXA&s=XXwfX1ZB-Vrdc2PNcjDv7rV2roLTgGhmxhx2lMnrVrE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__cleanenergyrfpdotcom.files.wordpress.com_2015_11_clean-2Denergy-2Drfp-2Dfinal-2D111215.pdf&d=DQMGaQ&c=lDF7oMaPKXpkYvev9V-fVahWL0QWnGCCAfCDz1Bns_w&r=As9gcVvRGlH1UjCQuViKiRmyjrXA8f9A_Nzjfaf1n6U&m=phBXDIgUFFwbw_8q6tLtwACcIZSACDOaZE_jVsTWeXA&s=XXwfX1ZB-Vrdc2PNcjDv7rV2roLTgGhmxhx2lMnrVrE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__cleanenergyrfpdotcom.files.wordpress.com_2015_11_clean-2Denergy-2Drfp-2Dfinal-2D111215.pdf&d=DQMGaQ&c=lDF7oMaPKXpkYvev9V-fVahWL0QWnGCCAfCDz1Bns_w&r=As9gcVvRGlH1UjCQuViKiRmyjrXA8f9A_Nzjfaf1n6U&m=phBXDIgUFFwbw_8q6tLtwACcIZSACDOaZE_jVsTWeXA&s=XXwfX1ZB-Vrdc2PNcjDv7rV2roLTgGhmxhx2lMnrVrE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__cleanenergyrfpdotcom.files.wordpress.com_2015_11_clean-2Denergy-2Drfp-2Dfinal-2D111215.pdf&d=DQMGaQ&c=lDF7oMaPKXpkYvev9V-fVahWL0QWnGCCAfCDz1Bns_w&r=As9gcVvRGlH1UjCQuViKiRmyjrXA8f9A_Nzjfaf1n6U&m=phBXDIgUFFwbw_8q6tLtwACcIZSACDOaZE_jVsTWeXA&s=XXwfX1ZB-Vrdc2PNcjDv7rV2roLTgGhmxhx2lMnrVrE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__cleanenergyrfpdotcom.files.wordpress.com_2015_11_clean-2Denergy-2Drfp-2Dfinal-2D111215.pdf&d=DQMGaQ&c=lDF7oMaPKXpkYvev9V-fVahWL0QWnGCCAfCDz1Bns_w&r=As9gcVvRGlH1UjCQuViKiRmyjrXA8f9A_Nzjfaf1n6U&m=phBXDIgUFFwbw_8q6tLtwACcIZSACDOaZE_jVsTWeXA&s=XXwfX1ZB-Vrdc2PNcjDv7rV2roLTgGhmxhx2lMnrVrE&e=
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quantitative bid evaluation methods not yet discussed in your comments that 

would be beneficial to incorporate into the quantitative portion of the Section 

83D bid analysis to ensure that the value of firmness is adequately captured.  

 

As discussed under question 8, RENEW believes bidders should be required to 

submit bids inclusive of estimated network upgrade costs necessary to receive 

I.3.9 approval or new transmission cost to deliver their energy into the ISO-NE 

control area. The bid evaluators can then assess the all-in costs of the various bids. 

 

The legislation encourages the pairing of wind and large hydropower. This pairing 

can facilitate low-cost transmission upgrades and innovative proposals combing 

wind, hydropower and transmission such as were submitted in the recently 

concluded regional clean energy RFP. The statutory preference for pairing implies 

that the procurement should result in a mix of resources that are not all non-RPS 

resources. Massachusetts’ successful long-term contracting policies using 

competition are ensuring compliance with RPS requirements at the lowest cost. A 

component of RPS resources in the portfolio of winning projects will help ensure 

compliance with Massachusetts’ rising RPS targets. 

 

Class I resources produce RECs which load serving entities must procure (or else 

purchase Alternative Compliance Payments) to satisfy their obligations under the 

RPS. Bids from developers of Class I RPS will contain a REC component. In 

evaluating Class I RPS bids to other clean energy resource bids, the 

Massachusetts soliciting parties should utilize an external consultant to estimate 

the monetary value of RECs from Class I resources over the life of the PPA, 

whether from RECs sold into the market or used for EDC compliance, and 

subtract it from the bid price for Class I RPS resources so that an “apples-to 

apples” comparison can be made. 

 

  

14. Resource flexibility— the ability to ramp up and down in response to 

contingencies— is a potential consideration in the evaluation of Section 83D 

bids.  With increasing intermittency in both load and generation, resources 

with the ability to respond to system contingencies, extreme events, and 

load/generation intermittency can help avoid reliability issues and mitigate 

the impact of price spikes to customers.  How should the evaluation team 

quantify the impact of resource flexibility? How should the evaluation be 

designed to give preference to resources that provide such flexibility?  

 

Procurement decisions should be based on cost and the value of implied RECs 

and/or the implied value of any other attributes like ancillary services from the 

resource itself or if paired with another resource like energy storage. 
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The evaluation team could consider whether the resource will be dispatchable to 

the ISO-NE’s operators and, if so, what are the dispatchable range and ramp rates. 

Wind, for example, is required to be dispatchable by ISO-NE and, therefore, 

offers some of the most flexible, responsive generation available. Wind is fully 

dispatchable to ISO-NE between its maximum potential output given the current 

wind conditions and its minimum stable output level, which is generally less than 

1 MW. This wide a dispatchable range is not possible in any conventional 

generator, as most have a lower limit of approximately half their maximum 

capability. In addition, wind plants, being fully computer automated and fast-

acting are able to respond to and achieve changing dispatch instructions in a 

matter of seconds, far faster than any conventional generator and are able to 

maintain a dispatch limit given by ISO-NE with a high level of accuracy. Though 

the maximum output of wind plants is variable with the wind, this flexibility in its 

operation up to this variable upper limit is superior to nearly all other resources on 

the system. Solar generators that register to participate in the ISO-NE markets are 

anticipated to become dispatchable in the ISO-NE system in the future and battery 

storage can be paired with renewable resources to improve their dispatchability 

characteristics. 

 

 

RENEW appreciates the opportunity to offer these comments. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Francis Pullaro 

Executive Director 


